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I. Introduction and Bethe-Heitler Bremsstrahlung Theory

In 1993 a group of colleagues and myselfl’2’3’4) carried out the first precise experiment

on the Landau, Pomeranchuk, Migdal Effect (LPM Effect) .5’6’7’8) This effect occurs when

an ultrarelativistic particle emits low energy bremsstrtiung photons as the particle passes

through dense matter; fewer photons are emitted than predicted by bremsstrahlung theory -

for isolated atoms. Our measurements are in substantial agreement with existing LPM Effect

theory as developed by Migda16)

However, our use of this theory has accentuated the limitations of this theory. In Sec. II

I give a qu~itative description of the theory, its predictions, and its limitations. I also note

the problem of finding a simple, semi-quantitative picture of the effect; a picture which could

be useful in thinking about the underlying physics. In the final section, Sec. III, I summarize

our first analyzed experimental results.2’4)

w nucleus
7W1 (may break up)

Fig. 1. Bremsstrahlung process on an isolated atom.

I begin by considering the cross section for bremsstrahlung by an ultrarelativistic electron

of mass m and energy E on an isolated atom with nuclear charge Z (Fig. 1). The criteria for

ultrarelativistic in this case is not only ~/m = ~ >> 1, but ~so the criteria given in Eq. B4

of Tsai .9) Next, let k be the photon energy and use the complete screening approximating)

so that
-..

--
kCE (1)

is required.
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Then, the differential cross section isg)

Here y = k/E, a is the fine structure constant, and T. is the classical radius of the electron.

In terms of-the electron charge e and mass m.

e2
re=— = 2.82 x 10–13 cm

mc2 (3)

In Eq. (2) there has already been integration over the other kinematic variables of the photon,

scattered electron, and produced hadrons. F.l and ~in~l are the results of this integration

over the elastic and inelastic atomic from factorsg), they do not depend on y or E, and are

given approximately byg)

..()184
F.l = !n —

()

1194
, Finel = in —

21/3 22/3 (4)

Therefore when y <<1, Eq. (2) becomes the well known.

I define for later use

between k and k + dk

the probability per unit length of emitting a photon with energy

21
PBH = n% = 4nare ~ x

{[ S-3Y+Y21[z2’n(%)+z’n(%)l+i[1-YI[Z2+ZI}‘6”)44

The subscript BH denotes the Bethe-Heitler bremsstrahlung theory and n is the number of

1194 term and theatoms per unit volume. For future use I note that if we ignore the Z/n (~
).

22+ Z terms in Eq. (6a) and set y ~ 1

()184 1
PBH = 4n~r~Z21n —

21/3 i

-..
Using the radiation length X& defined approximately by

(6b)
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Fig. 2. Kinematic quantities for k << E.

1
PBH = —

XOk
(6c)

Also I note, although I have not discussed the angular distributions, that the average

v~ues” of the angle Ok and 6’ (Fig. 2) are

when

y<l

that is, when k << E. The longitudinal momentum transfer, Fig. 2, is

qll=p–p’coso’–icosek,
c

and “for the conditions in Eqs. (7) simplifies to

911= P-P’ - kic ~ ‘mc2)2k ~ ~
2EEfc 272C

(7a)

(7b)

(8)

where y = E/me 2. The c appems in Eq. (8) because k is an energy.

The uncertainty principle requires that the spatial position of the bremsstrahlung process

have a -longitudind spatial uncertainty of
--

(9)
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If the atom taking part in the process is isolated from all

than 411,the uncertainty principle has no effect. However,

Eq. (9) can not be ignored, and it leads to the LPM Effect.

Fomation Zone

other atoms by distances greater

if the atom is not isolated then

● 90000 ● ***me*,**
● ***O** ● m* *****e

● Oo**e Oa ● ******9*

● ******* ● ****9

● **9* *DO0

● e* **o
● ****

● **em**

Fig. 3. A qutitative picture of the LPM Effect. The bremsstrahlung
y is produced coherently over the entire length /11 of the formation

zone. The multiple scattering of the e – inside the formation zone
suppresses the bremsstrahlung probability.

II. The Migdal Formulation of the LPM Effect

Suppose the -brehmsstrahlung process just described occurs in a dense medium, Fig. 3,

such that

(lo)

Then the point of occurrence of the bremsstrahlung process is uncertain within the formation

zone shown in Fig. 3.

“Any process which changes the path of the electron inside the distance 111will reduce P,

the probability per unit length of bremsstrdung emission. Of course, the process most likely

to occur is multiple scattering by the incident or find electron on the atoms in the formation

zone.

Consider the simple equation for the mean square multiple scattering angle over a length

/,
-..

--

()
q= Eg 21

F x
(11)

where X. is a radiation length and Es =
T

$mc 2 = 21 MeV. The bremsstrahlung probability
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per unit length, P, will be reduced when

22

()
lLpM = ~ XO

s

(12) -

(13)

Then Eq. 12 leads to the condition

tll a ~LP~ (14)

for reduction of P by multiple scattering. Table 1 gives some examples of lLpM and ~11 for

our experiment .2)

Table 1. Values of X. and lLpM. Values of kLpM for 25 GeV
incident electrons.

Material z Xo /Lp~(~m) kLpM (MeV)

c 6 18.8 109 8.6
Fe 26 1.76 10.2 92
Au 79 0.33 1.9 490

u 92 0.32 1.9 510

A first problem in working with the LPM effect is to try to develop a physical picture

as to how and why the reduction of P occurs under conditions of Eq. (12). Qualitatively

the bremsstrahlung photon has to be emitted by a coherent process over the length /11. The

repeated changing of electron direction due to multiple scattering inside 111destructively

interferes with that coherence. Galitsky and Gurevichl”) have presented a quantitative picture

of the LPM effect which I recommend to the reader.

Indeed other processes which destructively interfere with that coherence also reduce P.

One example is the effect of a magnetic field changing the electron’s direction. Another

example is photon absorption, or scattering in the medium. However, this paper is restricted

to the multiple scattering effect,

Migda16) has provided a derivation of PLPM which replaces PBH (Eq. 6). But the deriva-

tion is much too complicated to summarize here and I know of no simpler quantitative deriva-

tion. Therefore, I proceed to his results. Using Eq. (14), the LPM Effect requires
--

lLpM ~ ~

~11

(15a)
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where

eLPM_ akxo = ,[~) (y) ~

ell = 8ThC72

From Eqs. (15), the LPM effect requires

(15b)

(16a)

With X. in cm

kLPM = 6.78 x 10-8y2/Xo MeV (16b)

Table 1 gives dues of kLpM for E = 25 GeV. Remember that k s kLpM is not a sharp

criterion. Within a factor of 2 or so, when k falls below kLpM the LPM Effect begins to

reduce the bremsstraMung probability.

Migdal uses a dimensionless variable

(17a)

There are two differences between Eq. (17a) and ~1 eLPM e]l from Eq. (15b). First, there is
the function:

((s)=1 , S>l
(17b)

1<((s)<2 , S<l

Second there is the 1 – y term in the first bracket, which is unimportant when y <1. Thus,

for y <<1, s-is proportional to
n

eLPM el] within a factor W, hence

S>>l : no LPM Effect

S<<l : strong LPM Effect

Migdd replaces oXo/n by

(17C)

(18)

(19)
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Having defined s and B and indicated their significance. I now give the Migdal replace-

ment for PBH in Eq. (6).

2aB
~Tk {Y2G(~) + 2 [1+(1 - Y)2] +(s)}PLPM = — (20)

where for
S+o 4(S) + 6s G(s) ~ 12TS2

(21)
S+m ~(s) + 1 G(s) ~ 1

Therefore where s ~ N

21

[
PLpM = 4nare ~ ~ – ~ Y+Y21[z2en51 (22)

Comparing this with PBH, Eq. (6a) we see almost the same formula except two small terms

are missing:

()

1194
Zen —22/3 , : [1 -y][z2+z] (23)

When s <1 and with the approximation ~(s) = 1, Eq. (20) becomes

PLPM = ~ BS [1+(1 – Y)2]

~ ~2C3

[

B 1
1/2

PLPM ~ – _

(24)

h kE(E – k)
[1+ (1 - y)2]

T

Looking at Eq. (24) we see that for s <1 and y <1, PLPM is proportional to lfi. This is -

in sharp contrast to PBH which for y << 1 is proportional to 1/k. To emphasize this point, I

set y << 1 in-Eq. (24), then

PLPM ~

and using from Eq. (18), B x T/2aXo

[11
1/2

hcXok ‘
S<<l, y<<l (25a)

Contrast this to a simplified form of Eq. (6a) with y <1 and the term in Eq. (23) ignored,

namely Eq. (6c)
1-.. PBH % —

Xok ‘
y<<l (25b)

--

Comparing Eqs. (25a) and (25b) we note in addition to the l/fi change from l/k other

differences. PLpM is proportional to l/E whereas PBH is independent of E in these approx-
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imations. ~~p~ is proportional to

number of atoms per unit volume.

4

@ whereas P~~ is proportioned to n. Here n is the

(a)

k Pw

kP

Fig. 4. A comparison of the theoretical curves for kPBH and kPLpM for
(a) an ided experiment, and (b) our experiment in which the e- may emit
more Ihan 1 photon while passing through the target.

Remember that Eq. (25a) is for s <1 and is the extreme form of the LPM Effect caused by

multiple scat tering. The more general form of PLPM is Eq. (20), and for s >> 1 pLPM ~ PBH.

This is pictured graphically in Fig. 4a where kP is plotted against k. The kPBH curve is

a horizont d straight line as long as k << E. The kPLpM curve falls below kPLpM when

k k“kLpM as defined in Eqs. (16).

234, is in substantird agreement withAs I describe in the next section, our experiment ‘ ~

the Migdal formulation of the LPM Effect. Nevertheless, there are a number of problems in

this formulation. First, the derivation in Midgal’s paper6) has many approximations, I was

not able to estimate their v~idity. Indeed I am surprised the formulas work so well. Second,

Migda~s.formulation at large s does not agree perfectly with Bethe-Heitler theory, his pLpM

doa not have the terms lfste~ in Eq. (23). Third, the Migdal formulation is for a medium of

infinite extent along the electron trajectory, it does not possess any direct way of calculating

the boundary effect described in the next section. Fourth, there is no physical insight for the
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1/fi behavior of PLPM at s <<1. In terms of dimensions, the l/fi is taken care of by

(fi.lok)l’2 = + (*)1’2
so that PLPM in Eq. (25a) has the proper dimensions of (energy length)–l. But why kli2 ? -

Therefore, more work is needed to provide a more precise foundation, more physical

insight, and a more general formulation for the LPM Effect. Meanwhile, as we will show in

the next section, the Migdd formulation works quite well.

III. Experi~nent

2 3)4) is that of Varfolomeev et a/.ll) pub-The only direct measurement previous to ours J

lished in 1976. However, the results of Varfolomeev et al. are limited in the range of k and

they are difficult to use for tests of the theory because they are given in terms of ratios of

bremsstrahlung spectra for pairs of materials.

Our experiment) was carried out in 1993 in End Station A of the Stanford Linear Accel-

erator Center. We used 25 GeV to 400 MeV electron beams with an average intensity of one

electron per pulse and 120 pulses per second. These beams were obtained parasitically from

the Stanford Linear Collider (SLC) beams while the SLC was operating for the SLD e+e–

annihilation experiment at the 2° energy.

25 GeV
e- ~1

Target
/

Fig. 5. Schematic picture of the experiment.

Figure 5 shows the experimental arrangement. 2, Targets of l% to 6% of a radiation length

of C, Al, Fe, W, Au, Pb, and U were used, 0.l% of a radiation length was dso used for Au.

The bremsstraMung photbn was detected in a downstream BGO calorimeter and the scattered

e- was bent in a 3.25 T-m magnet and detected in a wire chamber and a Pb-glass calorimeter.

Hence, both k and E’ were measured.
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In this note I reproduce our results for E=25 GeV electrons on C, Au, and U targets

for 5< k <500 MeV. In order to compare our measurements with the Migdal formulation

we must note that sometimes an e– will emit more than 1 photon in passing through the

target. For example, if two photons of energies kl, and k2 are emitted, the BGO calorimeter

me~ures the sum kl + k2 and the scattered e- has energy E’ = E —(kl + k2). This multiple

photon emission depletes da/dk for smrdl k and enhances da/dk at large k. Hence the ideal -

kPEH and kpLpM spectra in Fig. 4a are distorted in the data to the curves in Fig. 4b.

The comparison of our measurements for 25 GeV e– and C, Au, and U targets with

Bethe-Heitler theory (BH) and Landau, Pomeranchuk, Migdal theory (LPM) are given in

Figs. 6, 7, 9, and 10. The cross section units, kdN/dk, we photons per bin (with 25 bins per

decade) per 1000 photons with k in MeV. Normalization and errors are discussed in Ref. 2.

Figures 6, 7a, and 7b clearly show the LPM effect and demonstrate that LPM theory is

in much better agreement with the data than BH theory. We see that the Migdd formulation

of LPM theory is reasonably well verified. But as is most clear in Figs. 7a and 7b, there is not

perfect agreement at the smaller values of k, in that region (kdN/dk)mea~U,ea > (kdN/dk)LpM.

3q, ,,,, I I I I I 1111 I I 1

1 -

2t

0 I1111 I I I I I 1111 I I I

5 10 50 100 500
- k (MeV) 7-

Fig. 6. kdN/dk in number photons per bin per 1000 electrons versus k in MeV for
25 GeV electrons incident on (a) 2% and (b) 6% radiation length carbon targets.
Our measurements are denoted by crosses, the Bethe-Heitler theory prediction is
denoted by the dotted histogram, upper curve, and the Landau, Pomeranchuk,

- .Migdal theory prediction is denoted by the dashed histogram, lower curve. The
latter is a better fik to khe measurements..
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Fig. 7. kdN/dk in number photons per bin per 1000 electrons versus k in
MeV for 25 GeV electrons incident on (a) 3% and (b) 5% radiation length
uranium targets. Our.- measurements are denoted by crosses, the Bethe-
-Heitler theory prediction is denoted by the dotted histogram, upper curve,
and the Landau, Pomeranchuk, Migdd theory prediction is denoted by the
dashed histogram, lower curve. The latter is a better fit to the measurements.

Formation Zone
\~ ● **

Bounda~ \ ● ****e****
● 00 ***09*

of Medium ● **m D* **e
B ● ******

●

e-

Fig. 8. A qutitative picture of the LPM Effect when the formation
zone extends beyond the boundary of the radiating medium.. .
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I I 1 Ill I I I I I I Ill I I I
I
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5 10 50 100 500
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Fig. 9. kdN/dk for a 5% radiation length uranium target minus kdN/dk for a 3% radi-
ation length uranium target. Our measurements are denoted by crosses, the Bethe-Heitler
theory prediction is denoted by the dotted histogram, upper curve, and the Landau, Pomer-
anchuk, Migdal theory prediction is denoted by the dashed histogram, lower curve. The
subtraction of the two spectra roughly removes the boundary effect and brings the Landau,
Pomeranchuk, Migdd theory prediction closer to the measurements.

Fig. 10. kdN/dk in numberphotons per bin per 1000 electrons versus k in MeV for 25 GeV
electrons incident on (a) 670, (b) 170, and (c) 0.170 radiation length uranium targets. Our
measurements are den~ted by crosses, the Bethe-Heitler theory prediction is denoted by the

- dotted histogram, upper curve, and the Landau, Pomeranchuk, Migdal theory prediction is
denoted by the dashed histogram, lower curve. As the target becomes thinner the spectrum
passes from the Landau, Pomeranchuk, Migdd Effect regime to the isolated atom regime.
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We think that this disagreement may be caused by the failure of the Migdal formula-

tion to account for the boundary of the target. As pictured in Fig. 8, when the formation

zone of length 411overlaps the boundary of the material, there will be less reduction of the

bremsstrahlung probability. Fig. 9 demonstrates the plausibility of this boundary effect by

showing for U.

(–)

kdN

()

kdN——
dk

570 XO target
dk 3%XOtarget

The boundary effect is now subtracted out and there is better agreement between the data

and the LPM theory prediction.

Figures 10 for Au with 6% X., 1% X. and O.1% X. target is a dramatic demonstration of

the transition from LPM theory conditions to BH theory conditions. As the target thickness

decreases the boundary effect becomes more important. For a very thin target, the boundary

efiect cancels out the LPM suppression and we are back to the case of an isolated atom.

Thus our experiment has clearly demonstrated the existence of the LPM Effect and has

in large part verified the Migdal formulation. We have two large remaining tasks, we have

to complete the analysis of our data and we have to refine or improve the theory so that we

can make more straightforward comparison of experiment and theory. An important part of

improving the theory concerns yet smaller values of k where the LPM Effect must include

dielectric suppression, the reduction of bremsstrahlung probability due to interaction of the

photon with
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